SECRETS TO
SUMMONER OF SLEEP
Thank you so much for pre-ordering Summoner of Sleep!
As promised, please enjoy this exclusive digital booklet
detailing the secrets behind the story with plenty of author
commentary. I hope you enjoy it. Happy reading.

A.I. Winters

SECRET 1:
POCKET FULL OF... DAISIES
If you’ve read any of my other books you know
that daisies are a prevalent theme. In fact, Daisy
Darling is the protagonist of the Strange Lucks
series. In my new book, Summoner of Sleep, there
is an important symbol comprised of a moon
sliver, compass, and daisy. The characters
encounter the cryptic symbol throughout their
journey, which allows them to decipher an
important clue about the origin and meaning of
Summoner of Sleep. Each of the symbols
represent something extremely important in the
book. The daisy symbol in this case represents
Summoner of Youth—another mysterious potion
that the townspeople create.
So why daisies? It’s a way to honor my late
grandmother. We had a lot of parallels in our
lives. We both lived in Boulder, Colorado and
loved it. We were also both avid bakers and
loved to garden. It was during one of our many
times gardening together when I was a kid that
she revealed to me that her favorite flower was
a daisy.
Grandma Mary passed away before my very first
book (Strange Luck) was published, so she never
got to read it. The symbol of the daisy has been
a way for me to keep her memory going all
these years later.

“He made out a moon sliver, a compass pointing north,
and a flower—perhaps a daisy.”
-Summoner of Sleep, Chapter 24
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Secret 2:
What's in a name?
I love stories that have a lot of deep hidden meanings in them—especially
names of places or characters. This story really pushed me to learn
etymology—one of my new favorite hobbies. Without giving away too
much, I can tell you that Ryder Ashling’s name has an integral meaning to
the story that connects other character names, including Botanē. Even the
name Summoner of Sleep has deep meaning and links key elements of the
story. You’ll have to read more though to decipher these clues.
One of the main characters in Summoner of Sleep is Claude Wick. He’s
Ryder’s slow, dim-witted neighbor with a penchant for spying and
interfering in other people’s business. Although I love the name Claude, his
original name was actually Randolph. I chose Randolph because it’s not a
name you hear anymore and it really captured his quirkiness. In earlier
drafts, I toyed with the idea of Randolph being Ryder's alter ego, but it
didn't pan out as expected and became too confusing, so it was decided to
keep them as two separate characters. My publisher and I eventually
changed Randolph's name to Claude to ensure that there was absolutely
no confusion between these two different characters since both of their
names started with 'R'. I settled on Claude because it isn’t a very common
name either and it really seemed to fit his unique character, so it was
changed.
I wanted a pretty and dainty name for the female character in my book,
but was having a hard time coming up with a last name. While walking in a
cemetery one day I saw the name ‘Moon’ on a tombstone and thought that
was perfect. Thus Mary Moon was created.
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Secret 3:
What dreams are made of
Many people ask me where I came up with the idea for Summoner of Sleep and the
answer is quite easy. Some nights I would wake up after having a good dream and
think to myself “why can’t I have those kinds of dreams all the time?” I mean,
wouldn’t it be way better to have dreams of flying through the galaxy, hanging out
with your favorite musicians, and eating all the donuts you want? I had the same
thought when I woke up after a bad or mundane dream. Who wants to dream
about grocery shopping, or seeing someone die, or being scared? This sparked the
idea for Summoner of Sleep.
The character, Botanē, is hell-bent on perfecting not only the best kinds of dreams,
but a very specific dream and he’ll do anything to obtain it.
Dreams are prevalent themes in all my stories. There’s something so mysterious
about dreams and where they come from and why we have them. Summoner of
Sleep allowed me to really explore my own dreams and how they impact me on a
day-to-day basis. I hope my story will do the same for you.
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Secret 4:
Genre and influence
Summoner of Sleep is dramatically
different than the Strange Luck series
for so many reasons. For starters, this is
my first story written in the thirdperson and from the perspective of
several different characters, two of
which are men. In the Strange Luck
series the story is told in a first-person
narrative and from the perspective of a
solo female protagonist. Also, the major
difference is the genre. The Strange
Luck series is categorized as young
adult fantasy and Summoner of Sleep is
my first horror novel.

Secret 5:
Original titles
This book actually took awhile for me to
name, primarily because I had so many
stellar name options to go with. The top
three original working titles were:
·A Spell for Sleep
·Of Slumber and Spirits
·Of Sleep and Botany
I loved all these titles, but ultimately the
title Summoner of Sleep was chosen
based on me polling friends and family.

H.P. Lovecraft is my all-time favorite
author and his writings definitely
influenced me over the years. I’ve been
dying to write a horror novel as a result,
so when I set out to write the book I
thought about all the elements of
Lovecraft stories that I liked the most,
those being: an isolated town, insanity,
and unfathomable monsters. Then I
combined my story idea of finding the
perfect dream and applied these
elements.
Cthulhu is my favorite Lovecraft monster!
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Secret 6:
Antiques
All my stories involve some sort of antique or apothecary shop. If you recall in
Strange Luck, Dairy works at her family's antique shop. For that book, I did a lot of
research on antiques and haunted items, like how they behaved and why they
scared people. If you Google haunted antiques you’ll see some of the creepiest
things ever that will most certainly haunt your dreams! The show, Oddities, was
also inspirational for ideas about bizarre, yet realistic items.
In Summoner of Sleep, Vern Wick, owns and operates a cozy little apothecary shop
that Ryder visits frequently. I love shops like this so much not only because you can
get lost for hours, but some of the most interesting, historical, and odd things lurk
on the shelves.
At one antique shop I visited in particular my friend and I found a creepy gold llama
statue. We were laughing at how scary looking it was and the seller told us how
much. We told him that we weren't interested and he kept going down on the
price. When we went to leave, he told us we could have it for free and that he just
wanted to get rid of it. Needless to say, we did not take that freaky thing home!

Enjoying myself in the Section of Mystery
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Secret 7:
Did someone say
chocolate?

Secret 8:
Location, location,
location!

I LOVE to bake and have been since I
was little. I used to enter recipe
contests with my mom, and in high
school I took all the home economics
classes I could handle.
One of my favorite characters in
Summoner of Sleep is Emelda Berry, the
town's baker. She possesses the wellguarded recipe to the most sinfully
sweet chocolate chip cookies anyone
has ever known. The town is always
trying to guess her secret ingredient
which makes the cookies extra
delicious.
Although this is a horror novel, it is
important to break the seriousness
every now and then. The passages
about Emelda and her special cookies
allow for that break, plus it was so much
fun to write about food!

Henry Cowell State Park, CA
The Strange Luck series took place in
Northern California, which is where I'm
originally from. The tiny mountain
town of Sea Salt is based on a
combination of my favorite towns in
California - Half Moon Bay, Santa Cruz,
Pescadero, and La Honda. I love their
small-town friendliness, antique shops,
crisp weather, and of course, the good
food! A lot of my story takes place in
the redwoods, where I frequently went
camping and exploring growing up.
Summoner of Sleep follows suit in terms
of the location of the mysterious and
isolated town of Marble Woods. The
Sierra
Nevada
foothills
are
breathtaking and the perfect setting
for a horror story.
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Secret 9:
Cover concept &
design

The cover was the trickiest part of Summoner of Sleep. Initially I liked the idea of a
magical potion bottle, but to be honest, it looked quite boring with just a hand and
a bottle. I went through a number of concepts with my publisher—ranging from a
car driving up a mountain road with an ominous eye watching from the sky, a
menacing temple, forests, to strange looking creatures. None looked right and
evoked mystery until we settled on the current image.

We loved the mysterious eye looking through a torn page. The text color was
originally blue to resemble sleep (top left), but it just didn’t scream horror and I
wanted to break away from the young adult image. We eventually agreed to
change it to red and it was my idea to add the occult symbols in the pupil.
Lo and behold, we had our book cover!
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Secret 10:
Viking influence

I’m obsessed with all things Viking and Nordic! One of my favorite places I’ve
traveled to was Iceland and I have a Viking tattoo. I also have a bit of Nordic blood.
I snuck in several mentions of this love of mine by mentioning the Prose Edda in
Summoner of Sleep. If you are not familiar with this book it is a text on Old Norse
Poetics, written about 1200 by the Icelandic poet and politician Snorri Sturlson.
The Prose Edda contains a wide variety of lore and is one of the first attempts to
devise a rational explanation for Nordic mythological and legendary events. It is
also notable because it contains fragments of a number of manuscripts which
Snorri had access to, but which are now lost. Two pets in the story are called
Alfrodul, which is taken directly from the Prose Edda. Additionally, one of the
mysterious plants in the story is called Mimir—named after the Norse god to whom
Odin had sacrificed his eye.

"My favorite horse’s name is…I mean was Alfrodul. It means sun from The
Prose Edda—one of my favorite books.”
-Summoner of Sleep, Chapter 9
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Thanks for reading!
I hope you enjoyed learning about the secrets behind
Summoner of Sleep.
If you haven’t checked out my other books yet, you can find them at
aiwinters.com.
Thanks again for your pre-order and hope you have a great day.
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